VI.5.3C-FCEXEC-MOD-SETMSNG PROGRAM FCST FUNCTION FCEXEC MOD SETMSNG

Purpose

MOD SETMSNG sets values in time series to missing.

Format

Use Format A1 with no dates on the command card.

```
.SETMSNG
segid tsid datatype timeint dates
```

where

- `tsid` is the time series identifier
- `datatype` is the data type code
- `timeint` is the data time interval
- `dates` are the dates which can be specified as:
  - a single date
  - several dates separated by blanks or commas
  - a range of dates in the form date-date (i.e., one field with a dash separating the beginning and ending dates) and can be continued on subsequent cards

Example

In this example a number of observed stage values which are thought to be incorrect are set to missing so that they will be ignored by the discharge adjustment Operation.

```
.SETMSNG
LERK1 LERK1 STG 6 1022-1028
CNUK1 CNUK1 STG 6 110218
OSWK1 OSWK1 STG 6 1030-110518Z
```